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Economy & Innovation
Skills & Aspirations 
Business Environment   
Connected Communities

Clean growth, and 
Inclusive growth

Our vision is for “a growing, productive, clean and

inclusive economy which supports well-being and

happiness across our communities.”
 

We will work towards this through activity across four key areas to create the essential conditions for a productive and
sustainable economy:
        

And across two cross cutting themes to ensure that all activity contributes to:
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What is this Recovery Plan?

Restart – Focusing on activity which can immediately seek to address the worst impacts of the COVID-19 crisis and support our
economy as it emerges from lockdown, whether around reopening and reorienting business; supporting displaced employees; or
providing initial assistance for places to reopen.  
Regrow – Seeking to bring forward actions which will allow business and communities to grow, addressing both economic challenges
and supporting wider efforts to close the gap between Devon’s economy and the wider UK. This includes efforts to modernise and
diversify our business community, our workforce and our approach to our environment; improve our places and quality of life offer; and
set the foundation for future growth. 
Reset – Actions to change and enhance the trajectory of Devon’s economy, seeking to build on Devon’s sector and business capabilities,
workforce capacity and environmental strength to return economically bigger, better and bolder than when the crisis began.

This Plan takes the place of our Economic Strategy recognising the need for a period of recovery following one of the most acute economic
shocks of the Century.  We have set out our intended interventions for the recovery period and our ambitions for the longer term re-setting
and re-growth of our economy.

As a region with tourism, hospitality and agriculture at the heart of the economy our businesses and our communities have been particularly
impacted.  The acceleration in the decline of economic activity in our town centres and the high numbers of furloughed workers across the
region create ongoing risks that the growing Universal Credit claimant rate will increase further as businesses continue to re-model their
operations.

Our recovery document therefore sets out how our two District Councils will work together with partners and communities over the next
three years in developing a stronger and more sustainable Northern Devon economy. This plan meshes with the Heart of the South West
Local Enterprise Partnership’s Build Back Better plan and the Team Devon Covid 19 Economy and Business Recovery Prospectus.  We have
an associated 'Action Plan' which sets out strategic projects that are either in development, delivery or discussion to help us complete our
Recovery in northern Devon.

The Recovery Plan will follow 3 distinct phases;
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Northern Devon is not just a fantastic place to live and visit, but also a great place to start and grow a business. Here,
businesses really can have it all - exciting new facilities for innovation and enterprise, which will change the start-up
landscape forever; access to excellent Further and Higher Education, and to key technical skills on our doorstep;
enhanced high speed digital infrastructure bringing Northern Devon closer to the rest of the world; and a range of ‘game-
changing’ opportunities with potential to transform our economy over the term of this recovery period…

…and of course a world class quality of life, reflected within a range of national and international landscape designations,
a thriving visitor economy and agricultural sector, and a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, the first of its kind in the UK. The
high quality natural environment has always been at the heart of the area’s prosperity and will continue to be so in the
future. Our strategy for economic development necessarily places the Climate Emergency front and centre, with
protection and enhancement of the environment and ensuring opportunities for all at centre of everything that we do.
Green jobs and clean growth are essential to our region’s future- capitalising on where we are and what we stand for as a
region.

Northern Devon has a cluster of strategically important sectors, in terms of the employer size, economic contribution and
related job numbers. These key sectors include the public sector with the North Devon District Hospital, Petroc and other
education providers, local authorities and the Police authority, most of these are clustered in the economic centre for the
area - Barnstaple. There are also some significant private sector organisations clustered around pharmaceutical,
engineering and manufacturing across northern Devon. Companies such as Accord, Perrigo, TDK-Lambda UK, Parker
Hannifin, Whiteland Engineering, Anglo Krempel, Harland and Wolff, Travel Chapter, Kingsley Plastics, Moo Free and Pall.

Our Area
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Economy, Innovation and Skills
Climate Emergency
Place and Community
Children and young people

The Northern Devon Futures partnership is founded on the belief that
working together key organisations across northern Devon can achieve
more. That, working collectively to take a holistic view, we can take a long-
term regional strategic view. 

That with the shared development of key business plans and project
outlines the Northern Devon Futures partnership can create an investible
plan to deliver that future vision. With that roadmap in place we will be in
a strong position to challenge both central and local government to
support the delivery of real change for all.

The partnership will seek to offer both vision and inspiration, but also be
based on true community ownership, alongside a strategic commitment
from the local anchor institutions.

The initial focus will be on 4 key areas, with One Northern Devon also
focusing on Health and Social Care.

Northern Devon Futures
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Torridge has the 3rd lowest workplace earning for a full time worker in UK (out of 370 districts) with £440.00 monthly.[1]

Torridge has the second lowest adult social mobility rate in England.[2]

North Devon has the 7th lowest total residence based earning in the UK with £372.70.[3]

44% of children in Torridge and 43% in North Devon are in working families claiming tax credits, compared with 36% in Great
Britain- families considered as “Just About Managing”.[4]

12.4% of the population of Torridge live in fuel poverty compared to a national average of 10.2%.[5]

In Torridge in 2018 there were 1032.5 hospital admissions per 100,000 for 10 to 24 year olds self-harming, and 812.9 in
North Devon compared to a national average of 461.22. Where is the hope for our young people?

[1] Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, NOMIS, November 2020

[2] Social Mobility Index, Social Mobility & Child Poverty Commission, 2016 (last available data)

[3] Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, NOMIS, November 2020

[4] Resolution Foundation (2017, last available data)

[5] Public Health Devon Outcomes Report, December 2018 (last available data)

The Need for Levelling Up
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Universal Credit claimant rates of 20.0% (Barnstaple town centre)
and 19.29% (Bideford town centre) compared to a UK average of
6.3%

North Devon 27th highest rate of furlough uptake still by October
2020 (7%) nationally, Torridge 41st (6%) out of 379 districts.

Ilfracombe, Barnstaple and Bideford all highlighted within the 10
most impacted towns in Devon[1]

Torridge District experienced the 10th highest percentage point
increase in unemployment across the UK between March and April
2020 (2.9% increase).

Ilfracombe, Northam (including Appledore and Westward Ho!),
Barnstaple and Bideford were all highlighted as being in the highest
5% of economically exposed towns (April 2020)[2] by the Centre for
Towns due to the fragility and seasonality of their local coastal
economies.

[1] Devon County Council, February 2021

[2] https://www.centrefortowns.org/reports/covid-19-and-our-towns
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Building back better not returning to the status quo, ensuring that
people and the planet are central to discussions, not just profit.

The Climate Emergency

Creating genuine levelling up opportunities for our communities

Driving change from within

Generating higher-paid, higher-skilled and less seasonal employment       

Giving young people a fair chance and building social mobility

Supporting entrepreneurship and the high growth businesses and high
value employers of the future

Raising productivity, particularly amongst small businesses and in
bedrock sectors such as tourism and agriculture

An ageing demography – a challenge for services, but also a resource

Supporting high quality housing and employment land delivery in the
face of viability challenges

Key Challenges
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Environmental designations and opportunities

Rich Natural Capital and renewable energy resources –
wind, tidal, solar

High levels of enterprise and entrepreneurship

A development focus on building sustainable communities

A mixed economy with robust key sectors and a range of
high quality employers       

Emerging/growing business clusters - pharma, marine,
digital services, creative industries

Improving skills profile 

Quality of life amongst the best in the country

Consistently the lowest Covid-19 case numbers in England

Key Strengths
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A thirst for change

Selling the dream- living and working in a healthy, happy
and green location post-pandemic. From "board" meetings
to enjoy the fantastic surfing through to award-winning
country pubs and a vibrant independent retail scene,
there's truly something for everyone

A network of shared workspaces across the region creating
opportunities for collaboration and innovation

Pioneering Natural Capital initiatives, including the Smart
Biosphere driving Big Data and AI opportunities

The ongoing rollout of fibre to the premises across the
region- even into deep rural communities

Skills innovation opportunities through the South West
Institute of Technology and a growth in degree-level
courses at Petroc

Clean growth & renewable energies – scope to innovate
within a green and blue sandbox

Upcoming improvements to strategic transport links 
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A northern Devon economy for the future
Our Recovery Plan will be driven across 4 key themes to help create the conditions in which a productive, clean and inclusive

economy can prosper:

Cross-cutting themes – as well as supporting one of the above four strategic themes, we expect all activities to contribute to
(a) a clean growth low carbon economy and (b) an inclusive economy where as many people as possible can benefit

Enabling all communities to benefit from a productive and  clean economy to
drive localised change.

‘Connected Communities’ is about celebrating our communities, protecting the
places we love, improving infrastructure, and addressing barriers and
inequalities, so that everyone across northern Devon can benefit from
economic opportunities

Economy and Innovation

Driving productivity-led growth and high value employment through new ideas
and innovation 

It is from new ideas that transformational opportunities arise. 
We want to create the conditions in which new ideas can find
the right support and assistance to develop the innovative, high growth
businesses of the future which can offer high value jobs here in Northern
Devon.

Developing the skills required for the future and enabling opportunities to
maximise potential. 

Skills and knowledge are critical resources for our economy and our
communities. We must plan ahead to develop the skills needs of the future to
create opportunities for people to maximise their potential and prosperity,
including opportunities for retraining, upskilling, developing digital skills, and
Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) skills.

Making Northern Devon a dynamic, exciting place to start and grow a business.  

We must make Northern Devon the best possible place to start a business, with a
dynamic enterprise culture which inspires our young people and with the best
facilities and support to help new businesses to develop from start-up through to
growth, providing high value employment in the area.

Business Environment Connected Communities

Skills & Aspirations
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Develop a network of vibrant and flexible shared workspaces to drive
collaboration and innovation, including across rural areas
Maximise the value of investment in the North Devon Enterprise
Centre (Node) and the Centre of Technology & Innovation Excellence
(CoTIE) to encourage innovation in the wider area

Anticipate and plan for key innovation and business leadership skills
required for the future
Plan for the development of future innovation needs, including grow-
on spaces, and specialist facilities to support innovation in growth
sectors 
Support and promote programmes that create links between the
Higher and Further Education research base and businesses in
northern Devon e.g. through Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (KTPs)

Maximising the opportunities of the Biosphere designation to create
an innovative, multi-sector digital & AI infrastructure for northern
Devon, supporting agriculture, marine, tourism and health

Re-start

Re-grow

Re-set

Economy and Innovation

Key Activities
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Work with Petroc, including in its role within the South West Institute of Technology, to
increase access to new skills and qualifications for all in growth and high value sectors 
Work with the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) to drive employment
opportunities through schemes such as Kickstart 
Continue to work with Connecting Devon and Somerset to ensure the whole of
northern Devon has access to Fibre Gigabit broadband

Support the work of the Northern Devon Employment & Skills Board to link skills
development activities to strategic employer needs and to anticipate for the future skills
needs of the area
Support initiatives that retain graduate and develop higher level skills as a key driver of
productivity

Support projects which create opportunities for higher level skills development within
northern Devon, including creating an increased University presence in Northern Devon
i.e. The Globe Hotel project in Great Torrington
Work with strategic partners, including across th education and health sectors, to
address deeply rooted social mobility issues, including through a 3 year action-research
proposal to the Health Foundation
Create sector-focus centres of excellence i.e. Food Technology Centre and Marine
Innovation and Renewable Energy hub

Restart

Re-grow

Re-set

Skills & Aspirations

Key Activities
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Continue to support the business community through the targeted and fast delivery of

Covid-19 Business Support grants

Develop a strong co-working environment around our key business assets i.e. Node, CoTIE

and workhubs

Raise awareness of and encourage entrepreneurship as a positive choice, from schools

upwards, including partnership working with DWP and bodies such as Prince’s Trust

Ensure that high-quality business support is available including start-up advice and grants

and resilience building with a voucher scheme

Work with local partners to develop a region-wide mentoring network and angel

investment offer together with a Natural Capital Investment Fund

Support the tourism sector to create dynamic leadership and strengthen its sustainability

credentials

Developing the specialist support needed to enable social enterprise to thrive and create

genuine local impact, whilst also forming part of wider networks to make the most of

existing experience and expertise, such as with Dartington School of Social Entrepreneurs

Anticipate and plan for the workspace and employment land needs of the northern Devon

economy – including start-ups, grow-on space, and mature businesses, Rural Work Hubs,

including to support green and blue innovation opportunities

Restart

Re-grow

Re-set
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Key Activities



Work with Connecting Devon and Somerset to ensure full fibre rollout is available to

all, including through the use of Rural Gigabit vouchers

Welcoming back visitors to our town centres and coastal regions safely through the

development of a northern Devon app

Develop initiatives that encourage sustainable transport solutions, such as improving

cycle and footpath networks, opening up railway lines and through Demand

Responsive Transport systems that work for a predominantly rural area

Support communities to develop community energy projects, working with partners

such as the Rural Community Energy Fund

Support communities and social enterprises to make a real difference to their local

area from within

Transform the region’s town centres, accepting that the world of retail has changed

forever. Creating healthy and green spaces that work for the community and are

vibrant places to live, work and visit

Protecting our businesses and communities from future flood incidents through a

programme of flood defences

Restart

Re-grow

Re-set
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Connected Communities

Key Activities


